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Overview
The MBTA scheduled 9 open-house style combined community meetings to offer
customers and the community an opportunity to learn about and provide feedback on the
Better Bus Project, improved fare collection with AFC 2.0 and fare increases. An additional
3 meetings focused solely on fare increases and commuter rail. The Better Bus Project
hosted 7 open houses at key stations for customers to provide feedback on proposed route
changes. One public hearing was held on the proposed fare increase at the State
Transportation Building.
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Community
Meeting Locations

The MBTA held community meetings in the following
communities:
• Andover (fare only)
• Boston (State Transportation Building)
- Public Hearing for the fare proposal on February 27
- Community Meeting

• Cambridge
• Chelsea
• Framingham (fare only)
• Lynn
• Quincy
• Roxbury
• South Boston
• Watertown
• Woburn
• Worcester (fare only)
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Better Bus
Open Houses

The MBTA’s Better Bus Project held Open Houses:
• Ashmont Station
• Forest Hills Station
• City Hall Plaza
• Haymarket Station
• Malden Center Station
• Sullivan Square Station
• Wonderland Station
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Customer Outreach
The MBTA publicized meetings through an integrated communications outreach effort
utilizing local news publications, informational flyers, social media and MBTA assets, i.e.
Outfront screens and A-frames signs at key stations.
This effort included a comprehensive multilingual component including meeting
announcements produced in 15 languages placed at key MBTA stations; multilingual
newspapers advertisements (Spanish and Chinese) and the use of car cards. The
languages identified reflected among these 15 groups of limited English proficient,
constitute approximately 92% of all limited English speaking populations in the MBTA
service area. Spanish translators were available at each community meeting.
See appendix for sample messaging.
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The Benefits
• The “community meeting” format was an opportunity for one-on-one conversations between MBTA
and customers. This format avoided the one-way conversation of traditional public hearings.
• Customers received information based on their specific area(s) of interest in a personal setting
from the T.
• Meeting format allowed MBTA and customers to engage in a softer and more personal way, thus,
lending itself to the reality that the MBTA is part of the community and not an out-of-touch quasigovernmental body pointing people to a website or to a stand-up-and-lecture meeting. The
qualitative value of this engagement provided meaningful information to the MBTA. This format
helped humanize the MBTA.
• MBTA capitalized on existing community relationships to provide additional briefings as requested
and individual discussions.
• Avoided meeting fatigue on the part of customers and community members by combining the
three significant initiatives into one meeting format.
• Meetings averaged more than 30 attendees with the MBTA receiving 3000 comments.
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What We Learned
• There needs to be a larger strategy when announcing major initiatives to build support or neutralize opposition.
Prior to announcing the fare increase proposal and combined community meetings, the MBTA did not make its
case for a fare increase utilizing media opportunities or speaking engagements to tell our story or set the
narrative. There were no third party endorsements.
• Promoting as a “community meeting” led to confusion in the wake of existing Better Bus Project meeting
communications. The original recommendation was to promote open-house style “community information
sessions.” This designation better reflected the combined meeting format.
• The MBTA needs to be more consistent in its approach to system-wide outreach efforts, including being more
proactive in providing accessibility accomodations. Meeting locations should reflect our ridership; be
representative of each transportation mode; provide diversity among Boston neighborhoods, neighboring cities
and towns, transit dependent communities, and communities outside the core system that rely on MBTA
services.
• Future outreach efforts will include greater utilization of grassroots efforts such as faith based organizations as
an example.
• In response to customer feedback, the MBTA will investigate the use of childcare services. Issues to be
considered include costs, liability, licensing and identifying appropriate partners.
• The use of MBTA assets, car cards for example, was underutilized given the breadth of the system. Future
outreach efforts will better maximize the information deployed throughout our assets for community
engagement.
• In an effort to broaden our community reach, the MBTA will investigate utilizing the production services of
Boston Neighborhood Network television and other community access channels.
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APPENDIX

Print Newspaper
Outreach

Mattapan
Reporter
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Community
Meetings
Newspaper Ads
Publication
Metro
Bay State Banner
Boston Bulletin
Hyde Park Bulletin
W. Roxbury/Roslindate Bulletin
Dorchester Reporter
Mattapan Reporter
El Mundo
El Planeta
La Voz
MetroWest Daily News
Sampan
South Boston Online
South Boston Today
Woburn Advocate
World Journal
World Journal Weekend Ed.
Metro
Bay State Banner
Boston Bulletin
Hyde Park Bulletin
W. Roxbury/Roslindate Bulletin
Dorchester Reporter
Mattapan Reporter
Woburn Advocate
MetroWest Daily News
Sampan
The Lynn Item
Chelsea Record

Run Date
1/30/19
1/31/19
1/31/19
1/31/19
1/31/19
1/31/19
1/31/19
1/31/19
2/1/19
2/14/19
2/3/19
2/8/19
2/21/19
2/21/19
2/1/19
1/31/19
2/1/19
1/30/19
1/31/19
1/31/19
1/31/19
1/31/19
1/31/19
1/31/19
2/1/19
2/3/19
2/8/19
2/7/19
2/14/19
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Vehicle Posters
300 car cards distributed on Bus
and Subway
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General Community Meeting Displays

In-Station Digital
Digital displays in all stations
2/11–3/7
Meeting-specific ads for
Chelsea, Cambridge, Boston,
South Boston meetings at select
stations began running 2/15

Meeting-specific
Displays
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Fare Proposal
Poster
(300) 21 x 22 and (300) 28 x 11
vehicle car cards on Commuter
Rail, Subway and Bus
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Fare Proposal
Handouts
5,000 handouts distributed at
North, South and Bay Bay
Stations
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Fare Proposal
A-frame Posters
Posters displayed at:
• Downtown Crossing
• South Station
• Harvard
• Back bay
• State Street
• Park Street
• Forest Hills
• North Station
• Dudley
• Lynn Busway
• Haymarket
• Malden
• Quincy Center
• Ashmont
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Email Blast
Community Meeting email blast:
2/15/19

Better Bus Project email blasts:
1/28/19
1/30/19
2/1/19
2/8/19
2/11/19
2/12/19
2/15/19
2/22/19
2/29/19
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Language
Assistance Plan
Link to Plan
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